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Abstract
This serves as a contextualization of my family history and a reflection of my lived
experience as a first-generation Nicaraguan American woman living in the United States. In my
writing, I explore displacement caused by political unrest and the intergenerational impact of war
on families. This work is multi-genre, incorporating elements of creative nonfiction, memoir,
poetry, and oral history.
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Introduction1
Diaspora refers to the dispersion of specific populations displaced by war, poverty,
political conflict, and environmental disasters. Families leave their homeland and migrate to
other countries seeking refuge and asylum. They make these countries their new home. The
Central American diaspora includes those El Salvadorians, Panamanians, Guatemalans,
Hondurans, and Nicaraguans who fled Central America and migrated to the United States in
search of safety and security. My family is a product of the Central American diaspora. My
parents left Nicaragua in the late 1970s to escape the political conflict and economic instability
that emerged in their country and throughout the region. They now hold dual citizenship in
Nicaragua and the United States, claiming two patrias.
Living within the diaspora is an experience of loss— leaving means sacrificing culture,
history, and memory of the place once called home. Immigrants adopt new cultural customs and
languages to assimilate, often at the expense of losing touch with their own cultural identity.
Survival requires adaptation. The pain and trauma of loss are passed down from generation to
generation, and I feel this loss within my own family. Our knowledge, history, and memory of
Nicaragua are fractured, damaged by a combination of political war and assimilation. As a child
of diaspora, being born and raised in the United States has disconnected me from my patria. This
has motivated me to learn more about Nicaragua and my family history. By learning more about
where my family is from, I hope to learn more about my identity as a Nicaraguan woman and
start to heal our generational pain.
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The figures of family photos incorporated throughout the text are from the author’s personal
collection.
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Initially, this thesis was conceptualized as a sociological inquiry exploring Central
American first and second-generation immigrant families' lived experiences. However, as I
investigated, it transformed into a personal exploration of my relationship with my family and
our ties with Nicaragua and the United States. I conducted four oral history interviews with my
immediate family members: my mother, Lissette Maria Portocarrero, my father Enrique
Portocarrero, and my two older sisters, Lissette Marie Portocarrero and Natalia Portocarrero.
These have been recorded and transcribed by an application called Otteri and incorporated
throughout the text.
Most integral to my work were two pieces of writing: one is the anthology This Bridge
Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color (1981), edited by Cherríe Moraga and
Gloria Anzaldúa, and the second is Anzaldúa’s multi-genre, semi-autobiographical, and
interdisciplinary piece, Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza (1987). Both works have
been fundamental to my understanding of feminism, queer theory, post-colonialism theory and
inspire the fluid-structure of this thesis.
Additionally, I read and analyzed works of historical fiction and non-fiction such as Julia
Alvarez’s novel, In the Time of Butterflies (1994), and Juan Gonzalez’s book, Harvest of
Empire: A History of Latinos in America (2000), which has assisted me in constructing my
historical narrative. The genre of memoir has also been a focus, reading works such as Jennine
Capó Crucet’s, My Time Among the Whites: Notes from an Unfinished Education (2018), Thi
Bui’s, The Best We Can Do (2018), James McBride’s The Color of Water: A Black Man's
Tribute to His White Mother (1995), Tara Westover’s Educated (2018), Daisy Hernandez’s, A
Cup of Water Under My Bed: A Memoir (1995), and Jaquira Díaz’s Ordinary Girls (2019)
influenced my framework in interweaving my family history with my life experience.
3

I am also continually inspired by the literature of many influential Latinx writers and
activists, including Judith Ortiz Cofer. For example, Cofer’s cross-genre memoir, Silent
Dancing, combines prose and poetry to depict and explore her childhood and connection to her
family in Puerto Rico and New Jersey. Moreover, Sandra Cisneros’s book Woman Hollering
Creek and Other Stories is a collection of fiction that investigates the Latinx American
experience through themes of culture, national identity, female objectification and agency, and
childhood memory. Other authors that have influenced my work include Pedro Pietri, Willie
Perdomo, Maria Teresa "Mariposa" Fernַández, Monica Palacios, Richard Rodriguez, Alma Luz
Villanueva. I have studied many of these authors in my Hispanic Women Writers and Latino
Literature class, examining the Latino Literature canon and tradition. These authors have
explored Latinidad identity, the immigrant identity, and the effects of diaspora and displacement
in Latin America and throughout the Caribbean.
This thesis comprises four chapters which contain eleven separate pieces that combine
transcribed oral history, history, personal and portrait memoir, social commentary, and
biographical fiction. Each piece is a reflection/summary of what I hope is an accurate
representation of my family and my lived experience as part of the Central American diaspora.
Chapter 1: Patria, Mi Familia, Mi Ciudad, is focused on a better understanding of the
political situation and events in Nicaragua and how they shaped my parent’s lives. It is made up
of three separate pieces. “A Brief History of U.S. Intervention in Latin America,” the first piece
in the chapter, is a synthesis of U.S. intervention in Latin America. It focuses on the relationship
between the United States and Nicaragua as it pertains to the political wars which constituted
instability in the country and the subsequent migration of Nicaraguan citizens to the United
States. This contextualization is integral to understanding my parents’ and family history, whose
4

lives, like thousands of Central Americans, were directly affected by wars funded by the U.S.
government. “Las Memorias de Mis Padres” is an assemblage of transcribed oral history
interviews I had with my parents and my personal reflections on what I learned by having those
conversations. I interviewed my parents to learn how a history of war and displacement has
transformed their lives. “La Cultura de Miami” is a personal reflection about life in Miami
interwoven with quotes reflecting my two sisters’ perceptions of the culture, especially regarding
being first-generation in a majority Latinx city. It was important for me to acknowledge how
Miami’s culture has molded our identities.
Chapter 2: Identidad consists of essays that explore my relationship to Latinx identity,
immigrant identity, and feminist identity. This section combines personal memoir and social
commentary. “Mi/Tu Nombre” is an essay about my relationship to my name and Nicaraguan
American identity. “Representation Matters” is a critique of the underrepresentation of
Nicaragua in mainstream American media and how that lack of representation has impacted me
throughout my life. “Superaló (Get Over It)” is about a pivotal moment in my life. It details a
memory I keep coming back to because it shaped the person I am today.
Chapter 3: Mujeres de Mi Vida consists of three pieces about the women in my life.
The first piece, “Memorias de Ti,” is a portrait memoir dedicated to my mother, and “To my
Abuelitas” is a poem dedicated to my grandmothers, whom I never got the chance to meet as
they passed before I was born. La Doña is a fictional piece inspired by a woman I consider my
surrogate grandmother.
Chapter 4: Home contains two pieces. The first piece, titled “I Long for Home,” is a
reflective memoir piece about my family and my home, and the second piece, “Nicaragua,
Nicaragüita,” is about my connection to Nicaragua.
5

The conclusion summarizes what I have gained from completing this thesis and discusses
how the project can be expanded in the future.
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Figure 5: Map of Nicaragua with cities Source: World Atlas
https://www.worldatlas.com/maps/nicaragua

Chapter 1: Mi Patria, Mi Familia, Mi Ciudad
A Brief History of U.S. Intervention in Latin America
This section will provide a brief survey recounting significant ways that the United States
government has historically intervened in and interfered with Latin American affairs for both
political and economic gain since the 1800s. The relationship between Latin America and the
United States was rooted in the interests of the U.S. government and wealthy capitalists who
believed conquering the region would create a greater opportunity to increase capital investment.
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By maintaining occupation in Central America, the U.S. military established U.S.-owned
plantations, exploited resources, and controlled the global market; this was known as the Banana
Wars, which lasted from 1898-1934 (Saeed). For example, the Monroe Doctrine of 1823
“declared all of Latin America to be a U.S. Sphere of Influence [and] Washington claimed the
right to intervene militarily across the continent” (Saeed). Juan Gonzalez, in his book, Harvest of
Empire: A History of Latinos in America, describes the occupations as such:
A series of military occupations early in the [19th] century—sometimes brief,
sometimes lasting decades, but always for the spurious of reasons—allowed U.S.
banks and corporations to gain control over key industries in every country. Latin
American ventures sprang up on Wall Street overnight as sugar, fruit, railroad,
mining, gas, and electric company executives raced south on the heels of the
marines. (Gonzalez 59)
Like the propaganda used in the Cold War, the U.S. government framed these military
and government interventions as valiant efforts to save the socialist/Marxist corrupted thirdworld countries (Gonzalez 58). They used anti-socialist propaganda to infantilize Latin American
governments, claiming that their leaders were unfit to rule. This gave the U.S. an excuse to
puppeteer their governments all in the name of protecting borders and supposedly aiding the
third world. (Gonzalez 72).
Gonzalez asserts that President Franklin Roosevelt “brought a new approach to Latin
America…American diplomats in the region sought to control events through pliant pro-U.S.
dictators who were expected to maintain order” (76). The Central American tyrants each had an
alliance with the United States against perceived fascism, communism, and socialism. This
action broadened the scope of U.S. imperialism in Latin American countries and increased land
8

occupation in Latin America by the U.S. This included Puerto Rico, which remains a U.S.
Territory to this day; the control of sugar plantations in Cuba, operated by Haitian sugar cane
workers; and the forced construction of the Panama Canal in 1904 (Gonzales 58–78). As a
result, much of Latin America grew increasingly dependent on foreign aid as their leaders
remained in cahoots with the U.S. government.
The U.S. Government vs. José Santos Zelaya
In contrast to the U.S.-aligned dictators in most of Central America, nationalist leader
José Santos Zelaya (1893-1909) threatened the U.S. occupation of Nicaragua and future
imperialist expansion in Central America. The liberal president was interested in increasing
Nicaragua’s territory, successfully occupying the Miskito coast and Honduras. He also had plans
for a transoceanic canal across Central America with Germany and fought to protect Nicaraguan
land and plantations (Gonzalez 73). Zelaya, therefore, became public enemy number one in the
eyes of U.S. President William Howard Taft. Hoping to overthrow him and regain control of
Nicaragua's trade, he sent Marine troops to Nicaragua, supporting conservative General Juan J.
Estrada’s rebellion (Gonzalez 73-74).
During this time, U.S. journalists pushed the Latin American stereotype of "El Jefe,"
which translates literally to "the boss." They characterized all Latin American leaders as ruthless
warlords and dictators. Zelaya was the first leader to be branded as “El Jefe” among the
American public (Gonzalez 73-78). This helped justify his eventual ousting by the U.S.
government and later established conservative leader Juan José Estrada in 1910 (Gonzalez 75).
In 1925, conservative General Emiliano Chamorro launched a coup against then-liberal
leader Juan B. Sacasa and the U.S. once again became involved in another Nicaraguan civil war.
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They lent their Marines to aid Chamarro against a peasant revolt led by Socialist revolutionary
Augusto César Sandino. In the end, Sacasa reclaimed power and sent U.S. troops packing.
The Somoza Family Dictatorship
The United States is responsible for the most infamous dictatorship rule in Nicaragua:
The Somoza reign. The family ruled the country for four decades, from 1937-1979, leading the
country into economic ruin and creating a more substantial class divide (Britannica). In 1936, the
U.S. “trained a new National Guard and install[ed]… English-speaking commander Anastasio
Somoza García as the new President of Nicaragua and began the 44-year long rule of the Somoza
family (Gonzalez 75).
The Somoza family was a triad of dictators, beginning first with the father Anastasio
Somoza Garcia (ruled 1936-1947, 1950-1956) followed by his son Luis Somoza Debayle (ruled
1956-1963) and ended with Garcia’s second son, Anastasio Somoza Debayle (ruled 19671972,1974-1979) (Britannica). Essayist George Evans described the Somoza family dictatorship
as:
A familial succession unique in Latin America, backed by the gangster-like
National Guard (Guardia Nacional), essentially a private army, plus dependable
financial and military support from the U.S. government, the triad dominated
Nicaragua…monopolizing nearly every industry and natural resource in the
country, from railroads to the skin trade, while looting it from the peaks of its
volcanoes to the dirt floors of its poorest farmers. Only a deep-rooted, relentless
spirit of survival and resistance native to its citizens kept the country (the largest
but poorest in Central America) from being swallowed whole. (Evans)
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Generations of my family, from my great grandparents to my parents and their siblings,
all lived through the Somoza regimes.
The Sandinista Revolution
El Frente Sandinista de Liberación Nacional (FSLN) (The Sandinista National Liberation
Front) was founded in 1961 (the year my father was born). Named for military leader and
revolutionary, Augusto Cesár Sandino, the left-leaning socialist party sought to overthrow the
Somoza dictatorship. The party was made up of Nicaraguan citizens who were inspired by the
Cuban revolution and Marxist-Leninist ideology. Their main goal was to unite the poor and
working-class in a revolt against the Somoza reign and the bourgeoisie. (Busky 163-165).
Recruitment grew and spread across all of Nicaragua as more and more citizens grew tired of the
corrupt and exploitative Somoza administration (Brown.edu). Robert Langlois described their
leading ideology as such:
The FSLN had pledged to transform Nicaraguan society by replacing existing
structures with popular institutions under state control. Agrarian reform became
the main thrust to implement the revolutionary program through land
confiscation, state co-operatives, and nationalization of production and
commercialization. (Langlois 698)
The devastating 6.5 Managua earthquake of December 23, 1972 played a critical role in
growing support for the rebellion (Gonzalez 132). According to the National Bureau of
Standards 1974 report:
The population of Managua at the time of the earthquake was approximately
450,000. The initial damage survey by local authorities showed 4,000-6,000 dead,
20,000 injured; 220,000-250,000 homeless; 13 km2 destroyed; 14 km3 damaged
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including water, sewage, and power distribution systems…95 percent of shops
and all small factories damaged; 40,000 m3 of commercial buildings lost or
seriously damaged; 340,000 m2 of public and private offices lost or seriously
damaged. (National Bureau of Standards)
The earthquake destroyed much of the city, but despite the town’s collapse and
humanitarian crisis, the Somoza government did little to aid the city’s residents and even stole
crucial funding: “while their countrymen were digging out of the rubble, Somoza cronies and
soldiers stole millions of dollars’ worth of desperately needed international relief supplies,
causing an outcry from the public” (Gonzalez 132)
This pushed more revolutionaries towards the Sandinista’s cause. Consequently, the U.S.
government was no stranger to meddling in Central American affairs and became involved in the
war, afraid that they would lose control of the region. They continued to support dictator
Anastasio Somoza Debayle with financial and military aid, including leading a covert CIA
operation in Nicaragua to fight the rebellion (Gonzalez 132).
The earthquake greatly afflicted my mother, her home was destroyed, and she and her
family had to leave Managua. My father, living in the neighboring city of León, was unaffected
by the natural disaster. I elaborate on the earthquake’s role in my parents’ lives in the following
section.
The Contra Wars
In 1979, the Sandinistas successfully ousted President Somoza from power, and in 1984
Daniel Ortega, a member of the Sandinista organization the Junta, became the new President of
Nicaragua (Langlois 699). However, years of abuse and tyranny of the Somozas caused the
country to revert into a state of anarchy. Many victims of the regime sought revenge; hunting and
12

killing all who were once loyal to Somoza (Langlois 699). The Sandinistas also created the
Sandinista Defense Committees (Comités de Defensa Sandinista) to squash any chance of the old
National Guard and or peasant revolutionaries to oppose the newly established government.
Violence and bloodshed followed as they rounded up, killed, and tortured anyone seemingly
opposed to the Sandinista rule and/or previously associated and involved in the Somoza reign
(Langlois 699).
The Sandinistas were perceived as barbarian communists rather than the democratic
socialists they made themselves to be, leaving many of Nicaragua’s citizens disillusioned. This
resulted in the eventual rise of a right-wing counter-revolution: La Contra-Revolución. Those
apart of this counterrevolution called themselves the Contras and were active from 1979 through
the 1990s and aided by the U.S. government (the Sandinistas’ worst fears realized) (Langlois
704). Robert Langlois described the Sandinista Defense Committee’s actions as:
The first task of the CDS was to organize surveillance of the population in each
community, village, and town. Naturally, the vulnerable families and relatives of
the defeated soldiers and Somocists were the prime target of the eyes of the
revolution. In many cases, when the Sandinista army or the security agents of the
Ministry of the Interior got involved, a passive watching operation turned into
harassment and then persecution and repression. (700)
The Sandinistas used abusive and violent measures to recruit military soldiers. The new
government’s tactics of harassment, torture, and threat of incarceration created a deep sense of
mistrust and fear, causing more peasants and working-class Nicaraguans to join the Contras
(Langlois 706). Additionally, the socialization of farming practices was not well received by
farmers and their families, who felt the entire system was under Sandinista control (Langlois
13

707). What followed was many Nicaraguans on either side attempting to migrate in large
numbers to countries including Honduras, Costa Rica, and the Untied States.
In the next section of this chapter, I will share my parents’ experiences in Nicaragua and
living through the beginning of the Sandinista Revolution and the fall of the Somoza regime.
Las Memorias de Mis Padres

Figure 6: Enrique and Lissette after the wedding
1990

Figure 7 : Enrique and Lissette dating circa 1990

It is sobering to think that “almost 1 million Nicaraguans, Hondurans, and Guatemalans
fled to the United States between 1980 and 1991 to escape political repression and economic
hardship” (Saeed), and that my family is a part of that statistic. My parents, Enrique and Lissette
Portocarrero, left their home country of Nicaragua in 1978 due to political unrest and violence
that spread in Central America between the 1970s and continued throughout the 1990s.
The Nicaraguan Revolution shaped my parents' childhood. In their later adult years, the
Contra Wars (1981-1990) took place between El Frente Sandinista de Liberación Nacional
(FSLN) and the Contras (right-wing insurgents against the socialist revolution), leading to a
significant rise in Central American immigration particularly from Nicaragua to the United
States. A census report in 1990 revealed (the year my parents were married in the U.S.) that:
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170,000 Nicaraguans [were] living in the United States, a large number residing
in Florida, particularly Miami. Most emigration took place the period after 1980,
when the Nicaraguan revolution started, and increased after 1985. Between 1990
and 2001, over 120,000 Nicaraguans were legally admitted to the United States
(INS 2002) (Orozco).
My parents and their siblings are part of a larger historical migration of Nicaraguans
coming to Miami, FL. This is something I am just now starting to understand. As I continue
researching the displacement of Nicaraguans, I can sympathize with my parents' experiences.
They have both led tumultuous lives. The following sections are collections of oral history
quotes pieced together from the one-on-one interviews I had with my parents. 2I have also
incorporated a personal reflection of what I have learned.
Lizzette 3(Lissette) María Chavez (b.1963)

Figure 8: Lissette CanCan1970, Age 7

Figure 10 : Lissette, Honeymoon in San
Francisco 1990, Age 27

Figure 9 : Lissette 1972, Age 9

2

My mother primarily spoke in Spanish and my father spoke mostly in English. The quotes
included can contain a combination of Spanish and English. They are relatively unaltered with
the exception of correcting grammar for the sake of clarity.
3
My mother legally changed her name because she believed she would have an easier time with
double s instead of double z in the spelling and pronunciation of her name.
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My mother was raised in Managua, Nicaragua, the nation’s capital located along the
southern shore of Lake Managua. She is the youngest of five siblings with two older sisters and
brothers. She and I talked for a long time in the interview, longer than the time I allotted. I
discovered new things about her and Nicaragua.
What was it like growing up in Nicaragua?
En Nicaragua éramos una familia privilegiada porque gozábamos de un estatus
financiero estable. En Nicaragua las clases sociales son disparejas, la gente es
muy pobre, nosotros éramos clase media. Tal vez media alta en el sentido que mis
padres tenían un negocio propio, viajamos al extranjero, estudiamos en colegios
privados, teníamos una casa grande, un chauffer y empleados. Teníamos una vida
buena.
This is the first time I have ever heard my mother refer to herself as privileged. She
usually avoids conversations about social class. The widespread poverty in Nicaragua makes the
poverty in the United States pale in comparison. I realize now that most of my family was part of
the upper-middle-class or just upper class in Nicaragua, meaning that they had the economic
incentive to even come to the United States in the first place. Lee describes Managua as a
wealthier city in Nicaragua:
Though Nicaragua’s smaller cities experienced some growth, the largest
economic expansion took place in the capital, which was home to most of the
nation’s industrial development. In the boom years of the 1950s and 1960s, the
downtown area’s tightly packed streets became the site of burgeoning commerce
and consumption by a small but growing Nicaraguan middle class. (Lee 666)
16

As I continued the interview my mother shared important milestones she remembered in
her life. Here she described the impact of the infamous earthquake that destroyed Managua on
December 23rd, 1972 on her childhood:
A mis escasos nueve años tuve que afrontar situaciones muy difíciles. Con el
terremoto la ciudad quedó completamente destruida. El negocio de mis padres
totalmente afectado. Fue un cambio rotundo y nos tuvimos que mudar a vivir a
otra ciudad, León, en el occidente del país.
Among thousands of families, my mother and her family sought refuge in the homes of
relatives living in neighboring cities unaffected by the disaster. In this case, they moved in with
my Tía Abuela Olga. Five or six families were cramped together in the small house, questioning
when things would get better. My mom’s birthday was three days after the initial cataclysm, she
was turning nine. But with all the chaos, no one even remembered. Each passing birthday, this
memory has stayed with her, some part of her fears being forgotten.
De esa fatalidad, de esa tragedia, mis padres y mis hermanos demostraron la
capacidad de seguir trabajando y luchando. Y en el corto tiempo si restableció la
economía familiar. Si se perdió mucho—fue dramático. Perdimos la casa, se
perdió el negocio, y se perdió dinero. Sin embargo, mis padres y hermanos
mayores nunca dejaron de trabajar, nunca perdieron la esperanza. Y como el
negocio tenía buena reputación los suplidores le dieron crédito y trajeron su
negocio a León y se pudieron continuar trabajando. Tres o cuatro años después
las cosas estaban vueltas a la normalidad. Sin embargo, vinieron otros retos. Sin
embargo vinieron otros retos, La Guerra política en el 78. Y fue otro problema—
pero a la diferencia del terremoto que era un problema natural, la guerra fue
17

creado por los hombres. Cuando paso el terremoto todo el mundo estaba
luchando juntos. En cambio, la Guerra fue una pelea entre mucha gente. Y
volvimos a tener problemas y las diferencias sociales volvieron a crear un clima
caótico.
In my research, I found evidence that the reconstruction of Managua, which focused on
the decentralization of the city, and the intended separation of the poor and middle-class sectors,
heavily contributed to a growing consciousness of class divide (Lee 677).
Después de la revolución, ganaron los Sandinistas, gano la izquierda. En el 81,
las cosas no estaban bien. Dos años después nos dimos cuenta de que eso no era
el gobierno que queríamos. Y yo me estaba graduado de high school y nos fuimos
a vivir a Costa Rica.
Between my parents, my mom is the only one who holds a position regarding the war.
She has always been against the Sandinistas and the left. As a child, I internalized the Sandinistas
as evil without understanding why. However, my research has demonstrated how the political
war’s origins are much more complicated than the two sides of socialism vs. conservatism. My
mom identifies as a strong conservative. Knowing what I know now about the atrocities the
Sandinistas committed, it makes sense that she would be against the revolution and terrified of
socialism and left-leaning politics.
I was intrigued as to why my mother ended up in Costa Rica because my father went
straight to the United States. My research revealed that Costa Rica and the U.S. were safe havens
for Nicaraguan refugees. Lundquist and Massey describe the accessibility of the two countries as
it relates to class and poverty:
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For many poor countries in Latin America, the United States represents the
primary destination for both types of economic migrants. Nicaragua, however, is
in the unique geographical situation of bordering Costa Rica, which has
historically been an exception to prevailing conditions in Central America of
poverty and political instability. Given its geographic proximity to Nicaragua, its
shared cultural-linguistic heritage, and its comparatively lax immigration policy,
Costa Rica thus offers economically-motivated migrants a much lower-risk
destination than the United States. (Lundquist and Massey 4)
My mother’s interview underscored the viability of Costa Rica as a place of refuge.
Costa Rica era estable. Tenía una economía estable, el país era tranquilo. Y
además siempre estuvimos afinidad con ese país. Normalmente íbamos a pasar
vacaciones con familia a San José, la capital de Costa Rica. A mi padre le
gustaba Costa Rica, su luna de miel fue en Costa Rica.
When I was in fifth grade, my mother took me on a work trip to Panama and Costa Rica,
following a tradition of traveling with her daughters. At the time, I didn’t realize she had lived
six years of her life in that country. After she finished the last six months of high school, she
enrolled at la Universidad Tecnologica de Costa Rica. Her three closest friends from high school
joined her, and they were known as the four Nica girls in Costa Rica. I joked that her life could
be a sitcom: Las Cuatro Chicas Nicas en Costa Rica.
A diferencia, de los Estados Unidos, en nuestros países, los colegios privados dan
muy buena educación. No perdíamos el tiempo. No estábamos pensando “ah
vámonos a esta fiesta”–estábamos allí para estudiar—sabíamos el sacrificio que
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estaban haciendo nuestros padres de vivir allí y hacíamos el esfuerzo de estudiar.
Además que nos gustaba. Siempre habíamos sido buenas alumnas.
It is strange to imagine her at my age in college, going to classes and dates with boys that
were not my dad. The way she describes herself in college reminds me of myself. I am not the
poster child for a “typical college student.” I have never been to a football game or even a
tailgate and went to very few parties. Instead, I spent most of my time studying with friends and
working. It seems to me that we have more in common than I realized.
Yo estudié en Costa Rica y después me puse a trabajar cuando estaba en college.
Mi papá me dijo que no tenía que trabajar. Y yo me acuerdo que yo le dije
“Papa primero me gusta tener mi dinerito, y segundo estoy aprendiendo más en
el trabajo que lo que aprendo en la universidad. Y además vos siempre me has
dado ese es el ejemplo que yo siempre he tenido en mi casa: Trabajo, luchar,
trabajo luchar. ¿Por qué ahora me quieres suprimir lo que siempre me has
enseñado?”
This story made sense to me because my mom has always loved to work. She is a very
dedicated businesswoman who traveled to different parts of Latin America when I was younger.
I can picture her arguing with my grandfather, convincing him that she doesn’t need to be taken
care of because she can take care of herself. She has always instilled in me: the importance of
working, of making a life where I can sustain myself.
How do you identify yourself?
Yo me siento, nicaragüense, pienso que soy una mujer privilegiada porque tuve
padres que me enseñaron a trabajar. Me enseñaron a valorar independencia
económica y no me sobreprotegieron.
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Would you call yourself American?
Sí, pero no me siento Americana tanto. Yo defiendo los valores de esta nación,
pero no nací aquí, entonces no me puedo sentir Americana. Este es me segunda
patria, me ha dado oportunidades y una vida buena, pero en el fondo de mi
mente, no dejo ser Hispana, no dejo ser nicaragüense. No pierdo mi identidad.
English is my second language, y no puedo sentirme totalmente Americana. Pero
yo defiendo todo lo que este país me ha dado, Yo no lo veo de menos.
I was surprised that my mother hesitated to identify herself as American when she holds
what I believe to be distinctly American values. We even have an American flag outside our
house, and my mom is always the first person to show her patriotism towards this country. The
way she defines her biculturality reminds me of Anzaldúa’s borderland theory. Our Nicaraguan
American identity exists as a sort of in-between identity, not quite one or the other, but the
merriment of both.

Figure 11: Managua after the 1972 earthquake Source:
United Brethren News https://ubcentral.org/2017/12/23/onthis-day-in-ub-history-december-23-managua-earthquake/

Figure 12: My mother’s home in Managua before the
earthquake 1972
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Enrique Filiberto Portocarrero (b.1961)

Figure 13 : Enrique sitting
1969, Age 8

Figure 15: Enrique, Honeymoon in San Francisco
1990, Age 29

Figure 14 : Enrique on floor
1969, Age 8

My father grew up in León, Nicaragua, the second-largest city in the nation. Enrique
Senior died when he was three years old, and his widowed mother, Vilma Portocarrero, raised
him. He is the youngest of four siblings, having two older sisters and one older brother. When I
interviewed my father, he did not express his feelings, and he also tended to jump around from
memory to memory with no real chronology. It was hard to get him to open up to tell me what he
was thinking. Interestingly, he chose to respond to my questions in English. This is what I
learned from him.
What was it like growing up in Nicaragua?
I think the main milestone I remember growing up is that there was an earthquake
in 1972. And as part of that Earthquake, Tío Ramiro came to live in Poneloya4,
and then we used to go to Poneloya a lot for about two years.

4

Poneloya is local beach community,12 miles from the city of León.
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It is interesting to hear the parallel lives of my parents in experiencing the earthquake of
1972. Just 48 miles away, my dad was ten or eleven years old. He remembers the time he spent
with his uncle Ramiro Sacasa and older cousin Ramiro Junior on the beaches of Poneloya.
Ramiro Sacasa is my father’s cousin and was like a brother to him in his childhood days. I can
picture them as little boys running around on the black volcanic sand, splashing in the choppy
waters, the way I did when I first visited.
I also enjoyed going to la finca with your Abuelita, keeping her company. That
was a lot of fun. We used to go every Saturday and maybe sometimes during the
week.
La finca has always been a place my dad keeps coming back to, both physically and in
my interview with him. He and his siblings all inherited acres and acres of my grandfather’s
land, but from what I have observed, it seems like he is the one in charge. He plans an annual
visit to Nicaragua to examine the conditions of the workers and livestock.
During all this time in Miami, I had to travel to Nicaragua to look after the farm;
the first person, when your grandma died to take care of it was Fabio, my cousin.
The son of my Tío Carlos, brother of my father. On one of my trips, I went on a
Friday, and he was in the hospital and was really sick. He had diabetes, so
actually, from Friday to Sunday, he passed away. I had to get the guy working
with him to take care of the farm, and that's who I deal with now.
It meant the world to my father that his cousin Fabio was willing to take care of the farm
after his mother’s passing. In a way, he helped keep my grandmother’s spirit alive. Once, he
suggested after retirement, he and my mother move back to Nicaragua and live their days on the
farm. She was not amused with the idea. However, I believe living on the farm is one of his
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fondest dreams. He is a different man when he’s there. I have witnessed his complete
transformation from his everyday style of Ralph Lauren polos tucked into faded Costco jeans to
full-fledged vaquero, sporting the same jeans, but this time paired with chestnut brown leather
riding boots and a matching felt cattle-man hat. Being there takes him back to his childhood,
where he can flashback to the moments he had with his mother.
And I miss going back to the farm because I haven't been there, it's gonna be a
year now since I went to Nicaragua.
I have my memories of the farm, too, riding horseback for the first time, listening to my
dad explain how the farmworkers care for all the animals. When I was twelve, I even named a
newly born calf, Nubita (Little Cloud). I warned the farmers she was to die of natural causes, but
when I returned years later and found they did not spare my calf.
My father is a man of few words but sitting down and talking with him made me realize
he has many traumatizing memories. That’s all I could think hearing this.
One time I remember that I was driving with your grandmother and it was raining
a lot. And when then Jeep went into a hole, and she broke her head.
This is the only real story my dad tells when asked about my Abuelita Vilma. To my
frustration, he also doesn’t clarify what kind of injury she endured. It’s always bothered me that
he doesn’t explain how he felt in that moment or what happened to my abuelita afterward. He is
like a broken record, returning to this traumatic memory over and over again. The farm is his
connection to her, and that’s why he spends so much time talking about it, preserving it, and
protecting it.
And then there was the war in Nicaragua. That was back in 78. Luckily the first
time that they had a lot of fighting I was with Tía Lillian here [the United States,
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Quitman, Mississippi]. So, when I came back, there was a lot of destruction and
stuff, but it was still okay. And then the second time that they had fighting, they
killed my cousin, Julio, and we left León. We went to the wake and then we went
to Managua, and we couldn’t go back. We left. We took the long route to the
airport and were able to leave the country, and we used to hear on the radio
communication from the National Guard. Then I came here to Miami to stay with
Tía Miriam and Tío Mauricio. I stayed there for about two months.
My father’s older cousin was killed. Though we’re not sure by whom, I don’t know
whether it was the Sandinistas when they were capturing whoever they thought were traitors or if
it was the Contras eliminating those who were a part of the revolution. My father was only a
teenager when they escaped.
You never know if they're gonna get you. And if they're gonna draft you to go fight
with one side or the other. It's so volatile either the soldiers or the guerrillas will
get you. I was scared. There were these crazy people running around. But thank
God, nothing happened. I was really lucky; I've been really lucky in life. A lot of
people had it a lot worse.
Did you always see yourself leaving Nicaragua?
No. They stole my youth.
This was heartbreaking to hear. No one deserves to have their lives ripped out from under
them. I can’t imagine the pain of leaving and losing loved ones at such an early age.
Who stole your youth?
The political war, without getting political, the war situation.
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My dad refers to the war as a “situation,” which directly contrasts with my mother, who
is very vocal about her position. He makes no clear comment about how he feels or leans
politically. Though I know they both identify as conservative; he doesn’t say what he thinks
politically, even when referring to the war in Nicaragua. Perhaps this is a consequence of
surviving an oppressive regime.
Do you see yourself as American?
I came here when I was 17. I have lived here [the United States] a lot longer than
in Nicaragua. I have lived most of my life here. I cherish this country, but I have a
little piece of my heart in Nicaragua too. It’s a good thing to have, at least, I'm
not one-sided. I love this country; they gave me all this opportunity. Look at this
house [he gestured toward our home], look at yourself, look at all we have in this
country, so I miss Nicaragua because I was born there, and I have good
memories. But sometimes, memories are just memories. So, I don't know; maybe I
leave a little bit of Nicaragua in the future.
I didn’t fully realize my parents mostly lived outside of Nicaragua until I heard my dad
say this. When we would visit Nicaragua, I always felt like they still knew so much about their
country, like they grew up there their whole lives. I wonder what it would be like to have left the
U.S. when I was in high school; what kind of person would I become? They might have a more
complicated relationship with Nicaragua than I previously thought. I have always felt removed
from Nicaragua because I was born in the U.S. and have always lived here, but maybe my
parents feel somewhat similar. War and displacement have disconnected us from the country.
La Cultura de Miami
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This section will include quotes from the interviews I had with my sisters' (Lissette Marie
and Natalia) to contextualize how we three experienced our biculturality raised in Miami, FL.
I think growing up in Miami was pretty cool. I definitely wasn’t a minority
because you're the minority in Miami if you aren't of Latin American descent or
first, second, or third-generation5. And compared to the rest of the United States,
you don't really feel like a minority, which is pretty nice and probably unique. It’s
a little bubble. – Lissette
Growing up in Miami, Florida, gave me a false perception of American life. As a child, I
was encased in a Latinx bubble filled to the brim with people hailing from all parts of Latin
America and the Caribbean, mainly Cuba, Columbia. The Sandinista Revolution and
accompanying political violence and economic repression pushed Nicaraguans to flee to Costa
Rica or the United States. As a result, in 2000, Nicaraguans became the fourth largest population
after Cubans, Mexicans, and Columbians residing in Miami Orozco). Most of my family from
Nicaragua lived in this bubble, and so many of my parents’ friends acted as surrogate aunts,
uncles, and cousins. It was not until I left Miami that I understood that a majority Latinx
population was not typical of other American cities. This also solidified a sense of pride in my
Latinidad and a new perception of identity as a first-generation Nicaraguan American citizen.
In this country, I am a part of a demographic deemed less than by many American
citizens who have a false perception of me. They envision my parents as poor working-class
immigrants trying to make a better life for their kids. But I grew up in the upper-middle-class in

5

As defined by Pew Research Center, first-generation Americans are the children of foreignborn parent(s), second-generation Americans are the children of U.S.-born children of
immigrants, and third-generation Americans are the U.S.-born children of second-generation
Americans (Pew Research Center).
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a region where my identity as a Latinx American afforded me privilege instead of hardship. My
sister Natalia describes the experience of living in Miami as such:
I can’t say I’ve ever felt like an outsider in Miami because a lot of people here
and a lot of my friends are first or second-generation [Latinx Americans]. But I
also feel like we are a kind of bridge between both identities [American and
Latinx]. I’m American, but I can also be in the middle of Eighth Street ordering
food in Spanish with no problem.
According to the American Immigration Council, more than one in five Florida residents
is an immigrant, while one in eight residents are native-born U.S. citizens with at least one
immigrant parent (American Immigration Council). Consequently, almost all Miami residents
have a typical immigrant story. As a child, I remember first-generation and second-generation
kids loved to tell the story about how their families risked it all to move to “the land of the free.”
My fellow American-born Latinx classmates and immigrant students would recount these stories
all the time without being prompted to do so.
It was their birthright, and they had it all memorized: the political conflict that
destabilized their home country, the time it took for their family to save enough money, the date
they finally arrived, and the years it took for them to learn English. They were proud to share
every detail.
“We escaped with nothing.”
“My parents sacrificed everything for me.”
“I owe my life to them.”
Some grandparents crossed the ocean, floating on rafts, some parents were granted exile,
others were denied refuge. There were teenagers who work two grueling jobs just to survive, and
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families who claimed the U.S. as their second asylum after being rejected from a different
border. They were all fleeing political and economic violence, all sacrificing their lives for a
better one. These narratives are so commonplace, the same story with different variations. You
can swap Cuba for Venezuela and wars with economic collapse, and you have the Latin
American diaspora in a nutshell. When it came to my story, I never knew where to start. I did not
know why my family was here. I just knew I was supposed to be grateful.
In primary school, I completed projects about Nicaragua, detailing the characteristics of
my parents’ home country. I spent days researching, but these were nothing more than glorified
book reports, posters, and power-point presentations. I only summarized digestible information
about the Central American nation’s main religion, language, and political government. Those
projects did not reveal any truths about the people who raised me, and I was not closer to
knowing our story.
In the past, Mami and Papi were not forthcoming with the details of their childhoods and
adolescence. My mom would not voluntarily share details about her life, and my dad is not a
man I can ask personal questions. When provoked, he usually answers with an uninformative
grumble and changes the subject. In a way, they have silenced themselves and kept me from
knowing our history. This unintentional erasure has continually disconnected me from my
Nicaraguan heritage. Growing up, I didn’t feel Nicaraguan enough. Of course, I was raised in a
Nicaraguan household; Spanish was my first language. I ate traditional foods like gallo pinto,
sopa de frijoles, and nacatamal, and listened to Nicaraguan artists like Luis Enrique and Carlos
Luis Mejia. But over time, like many first and second-generation Latinx kids, I have lost my
grasp of Spanish. I dance to music without knowing any artists' names or songs. All I know is
how to dance to the rhythm. Besides the brief stories I’ve heard from my aunts and uncles, I do
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not know any substantial family history. I cannot recite facts off the top of my head like my
peers or participate in any lengthy discussions about the particulars of my parents’ hardship and
sacrifices for our family. This is where my thesis started, as a desperate attempt to understand
where I come from and put together the elements of my family’s story. Even my sister Natalia
has felt that we are missing out on the full picture:
Nobody ever sat me down and told me the history of their lives. I feel like they just
live their life like, "yeah, that happened, but it's already in the past, I'm here
now," so they don't talk about the past.
I have been slowly piecing together our family history for years, and as I have matured, I
realize my parents and I hold opposing values and ideologies. This has formed an unspoken rift
between us. For the past four years, we have struggled to understand each other. The first time
we fought was during the eve of the 2016 presidential campaign. Donald Trump's first campaign
speech, a speech that vilified Mexican immigrants as thugs and rapists, divided us. As
immigrants themselves, I thought they would recognize the blatant racism and xenophobia, but
instead, they rationalized it all. My mother saw herself as an immigrant who “did it right,” and I
later discovered most of my family members held the same anti-refugee and anti-undocumented
immigrant sentiments as White supremacists. This made me angry; how could they think so
poorly of our community? I mourned their false belief of superiority over the people who have
shared their struggles but have not been afforded the same privileges.
I do not mean to dismiss or vilify my family’s beliefs; I simply wish to explain and
expose their origins. Maybe then, I can better understand them. It was and is hard to hear them
regurgitate racist rhetoric from the Republican Party. They are so focused on praising this
country for saving them that they fail to see how this country has also exploited, persecuted,
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oppressed, silenced, and scarred others in our community. I believe the culture in Miami is also
to blame. Lissette shares this perspective and she shared with me how she too had a similar
cultural realization after she left our hometown.
People who grew up in Miami and or never leave Miami do not realize that this
[as a whole] country has a lot of [anti-immigrant and Latinx] sentiments directed
at them. A lot of [Latinx Miami residents] don’t know the real feeling of being a
minority. I think leaving allowed me to experience that a little bit more firsthand.
Like many Latinx immigrants living in Miami, my family subscribes to a distinct brand
of loyalty to the United States, fueled by the fulfilled promise of the American Dream. “The
American Dream, commonly told you, can accomplish anything if you work hard enough for it.
All you have to do is work hard” (Capó Crucet 28). In their eyes, they live that dream; they have
made a better life for their children and escaped political persecution. Ironically, the freedom and
independence they enjoy in this nation which they could not experience in their homeland,
allows them to betray the larger immigrant Latinx community in the United States.
Because of the Black/White paradigm of racial rhetoric in this country, the ethnicity of
Hispanic or Latinx is “situated between black and white—occupying the passing lane in
American demographics” (Rodriguez 125). Many Latinx people, especially in Miami, enjoy the
privilege of being viewed as White to avoid being oppressed/suppressed, even if outside of their
enclave, they are not White. They associate themselves with the White-Anglo-Saxon majority
culture and White Supremacy because it is easier to get by this way. They have forgotten, or
choose to deny, their history to protect themselves.
As American citizens, my parents and many other Latinx Miami residents separate
themselves from the other Central American, South American, and Caribbean immigrants who
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wait in cages at the border. They fail to acknowledge how they could just as easily be in the same
situation under different circumstances. Instead, they believe they have rightfully earned their
citizenship and condemn those who enter the country “the wrong way” by crossing the border,
floating in rafts, or overstaying their visas. However, it is important to note the immigration
policy in the 1980s was in favor of Nicaragua, which colors the experiences my family has had
in emigrating to the United States and perhaps blinds them to the hardships of current migrants.
In addition to emigrants, many Nicaraguans were granted asylum in the U.S. In
the 1980s, the Reagan administration not only provided military and political
assistance to the Contras, but also sheltered many exiles by providing them with a
safe haven in the U.S. In fact, more than ten thousand Nicaraguans were granted
political asylum [from] 1983 to 1992, at a rate ten times higher than any other
Central American country and a number among the highest in Latin America.
(Orozco)
I believe first-generation children like myself, my sisters, and classmates have our own
brand of American loyalty. It is shaped by the freedoms our parents did not experience. We grew
up with freedom of expression, rather than traditional ideas of rule of law/authority as they
experienced in Nicaragua. From what I have observed, most U.S. Americans have American
arrogance. My parents’ generation may feel entitled to protect their social status, property, and
privilege. But I am empowered to demand more from my country and not just for myself. I have
the audacity to fight for progress and change. I am not satisfied with the systematic unequal
distribution of power that persists in this country, and I work to destroy the institutions of
interconnected racism and classism. I was curious about what my sisters believed are the key
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differences between first and second-generation children and their parents, and this is what they
had to say about the two:
I think there’s a huge disconnect between first-generation Latinos and their
immigrant parents. Our parents and Tía’s generation believe that socialism is
what caused their countries to deteriorate, but our generation understands that
socialism is not the evil, but corrupt government officials are. From my
experience, most first-generation Americans born here, especially Latin people,
recognize that. – Lissette
Lissette studied Latin American politics, so she has a better sense of Latin America's
culture than I do. I agree with what she believes about the differences between the two
generations to an extent. For our family, this is true, but I have met other families in Miami who
hold anti-socialism beliefs intergenerationally. The values shared between the generations can
also depend on how parents and grandparents have framed socialism in the home. When we were
children, my mom critiqued the Sandinistas in passing, but neither of our parents sat down,
explained the political war, and warned us of socialism’s evil. In comparison, I have many
Cuban friends whose parents have done exactly that.
When I asked Natalia what she thought distinguished American values, from Latin
American values she had this to say:
I think Americans have a mindset of working towards change and a solution,
which is different from how our parents’ generation thinks and Latin American
culture. They have this mentality of “this is how it’s always been, and we just
have to live with it and work around it,” whereas as Americans, when something
is not working, we think “we just haven’t found the right solution yet.”
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This Latin American mentality is what frustrates me about my parents. Whenever I bring
up topics surrounding sexism, racism, or classism, I am silenced. I am told that I’m overreacting
and that I spend too much time worrying about problems I have no power to change. My mother
criticizes my feminist ideology, and my father pleads the fifth when addressing any controversial
topic. They are comfortable avoiding these issues, pretending that they are unaffected.
Throughout my primary and secondary schooling, I believed in the myth of the American
Dream. But in my college studies, I became disillusioned as I learned how years of U.S.
intervention created American dependency in the countries whose immigrants later fled to U.S.
borders, including my own family. My parents view things differently; America was a fresh start.
It granted them opportunity and allowed them to remain in the upper-middle class. I am grateful
for the life we have cultivated in the United States, but I remain critical of government
intervention in Latin America.
There is a long history of U.S. imperialism in Latin America, especially in Central
America, justified or glossed over in U.S. history textbooks and newspapers. There are too many
U.S.-born citizens and immigrant communities unaware of the long-lasting impact that U.S.
occupation has today on the current immigration crisis. Years of U.S. interference in Central
America caused the dire circumstances that drove people like my parents to become American
citizens in the first place. After researching the role of the U.S. in the Americas, for the first time,
I understood at least part of their story. They are victims of colonialism and U.S. neoimperialism; they are survivors of civil war, and yet like most of us, they are also implicit
contributors to the continued inequality in this country. I am a product of all these complex and
contradicting identities. Lissette summarizes our immigrant issue in this country succinctly:
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The U.S. doesn’t want to reckon with what they’ve done in Central America, but
they still want to blame Central America for being unstable.
The immigrant story and the American Dream are narratives that stay on my mind. I
loathe the romanticization of displacement. The characterization of immigrants as hard-working
people who traveled thousands of miles away searching for a “better life” positions the United
States as a savior negating the role it played in creating destabilization. It is a dehumanizing and
demoralizing narrative. Are real immigrant stories unworthy?
Then I think of my parents, and I wonder if they like this narrative of the “hard-working
immigrant?” Do they claim this story? My father left León when he was 16 to live with his sister,
husband, and children in Quitman, Mississippi. My mother was around the same age when she
left Managua to finish her last six months of high school in Costa Rica before eventually making
it to the U.S. in her 20s. Like many Latinx Americans, they left because of a war that made
staying too dangerous and precarious, but that is only part of their story. No immigrant should be
defined by their hardships.
The rhetoric used to demonize current migrant children and families from Honduras,
Guatemala, and El Salvador who are crossing the Rio Grande is a symptom of a more significant
and complex issue. This spike in migration is the direct result of decades of U.S. interference.
Generations later, U.S. imperialism still grips the Central American region and brings migration
to the country. It is the same cycle of displacement, immigration, and dehumanization.
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Chapter 2: Identidad
Mi/Tu Nombre
Depending on who I am speaking to, there are two pronunciations of my name. If it’s my
mother calling my name, I am Veel-mah or Veel-mee-tah (Vilmita). The Spanish pronunciation
is reserved for my family members and closest friends. I resent when people ask me if I am like
the glasses-losing character on the famous cartoon show Scooby-Doo. Velma is not Vilma. Even
worse is if they ask if I was named after Wilma from The Flinstones; it’s insulting–it is not even
close to my name. Sure, the I-M-A is there, but a W?
Immigrant parents often choose to anglicize their child’s name; it is easier to be hired if
your name is palatable to White employers. Some children accept the fact that their names will
always be challenging. There comes a time when you stop correcting people; it is taxing to
reassert yourself all the time. I was surprised to discover that my sister Lissette is one of those
people:
I noticed I don't really like to say my name in Spanish. I always Americanize it.
I've probably been doing that since like fifth grade. No one gets Lissette, for some
reason. People can’t hear it very well. So, I always introduce myself as Lah-set,
even though that's not really how you pronounce it. Even in my MBA, people
encouraged me to pronounce it in Spanish, but I just say Laset because it's more
digestible to people. I also feel there's just certain times in life where you don't
want to feel special or othered. You just want to exist. My name is also unique
enough where I don't feel like I have to pronounce it the “right way.” It is more
convenient not to. We don't have very common names. That’s enough to make me
feel unique.
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Names often come with a history or tradition. Latinx families have a tradition of keeping
names within the family. Fathers usually pass their names down to their sons, and daughters are
typically named after their mothers. It is not uncommon to have multiple generations of family
members with the same first name. There are whole families made up of seniors and juniors. My
family is no different. Lissette, as the firstborn, was named after my mother: Lissette María
became Lissette Marie. Natalia was named for our great aunt Natalia on our father’s side, and I
was named after my two grandmothers Vilma (my father’s mother) and Esperanza (my mother’s
mother).
I have always been proud of my name; I carry on my grandmothers’ legacy even without
knowing them or what kind of women they were. When I was younger, I wanted to pass the
name Esperanza on to a future daughter. But Esperanza is a difficult name to manage in the
United States. I did not want children calling my daughter Espy or Za, which wouldn’t be right
to my grandmothers. So, I considered its literal translation: Hope. That desire quickly faded
when I heard my mother’s emphasized “Hoe” in her pronunciation of Hope. I later settled on
Anabelle and/or Anastasia. But these names no longer feel appropriate, perhaps they are better
suited for White children. Ironically, I now have a cousin who is named Anabelle, and she is
half-White and half-Nica.
When I was younger, I thought I had the coolest name in the world: Vilma Esperanza
Portocarrero Chavez Herdocia Gil. I loved the shock on my classmates’ faces when I recited my
full name. Of course, it is common for Latinx families and families of other ethnicities such as
those in the Middle East to stuff as many maiden names in there as possible. Chavez is my
mother’s, Herdocia is my paternal grandmother’s, and Gil is my maternal grandmother’s. I hold
pride in my name, knowing I represent all these women.
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When you live in Miami, you should expect two versions of anyone’s name. If your name
is Matthew, my family might call you Mateo, and if your name is Juan, some gringos6 will call
you John. I have always found this strange, how can a name be translated? Learning a person’s
name is a sign of respect. Unfortunately, if you have what is perceived as an ethnic name, it is
rare for people to give you that respect. Nicknames become a way for people to avoid
discomfort. They don’t like the way vowels and consonants are jumbled up when they speak, so
they strip you of identity. Xiomara becomes Zoey, and Joaquin becomes Joe.
Representation Matters
When people ask where I’m from, I usually say my parents are from Nicaragua, and I
was born in Miami. I feel it is necessary to claim my heritage when I meet new people. I asked
Lissette how she chooses to introduce herself to others, and she responded similarly:
If it came up in conversation, I would say my parents are from Nicaragua because
that's the truth. I’ve always identified as first-generation [Nicaraguan American],
and I try to be very specific because I didn’t spend any time actually living there
[Nicaragua]. But I don't really feel I have a claim to just identifying as
Nicaraguan because that's not where I grew up.
I remember in elementary and middle school explaining my Nicaraguan American
identity and being met with blank expressions from peers and teachers. Most Americans see
Latin America as one large Mexico, or if you are from Miami, one big Cuba. Depending on what
part of South Florida I was in, I was either viewed as Cuban or Mexican. Americans were
unfamiliar with Central America as a region and certainly did not know Nicaragua existed. Even

6

Gringo is a term prescribed to non-Latinx/Spanish speaking Anglo-Saxon Americans in Miami
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in a city as Hispanic as Miami, I was continually spelling it out and repeating the proper
pronunciation. The name forced people to think about each syllable before saying it. They had to
sound it out with me: N-I-C-A-R-A-G-U-A. It didn’t just roll off the tongue for any gringo.
Sadly, at the time, this exotification of my identity made me feel special. I believed my
foreignness made me unique and better than the “basic” Cubans and Columbians. I placed
myself above my classmates because the homogenization of Latinx identity in the United States
made me feel invisible.
In my youth, I could never really point to any celebrities or historical figures that I could
look up to who were nicaragüense like my family and me. All the famous Latinx heroes I grew
up hearing about were never nicaragüense. They were usually Cuban, Colombian, or Puerto
Rican. It was frustrating to see myself represented by different people, but never my own kind.
Lissette shares this dissatisfaction:
I do feel like Central America is underrepresented. There really is a lack of
[representation when it comes to] El Salvador, Guatemala, Panama, and other
rarely represented countries. For example, there’s a show on Netflix about street
food, and I looked at the episode list, and only Colombia and Argentina
represented Latin America. Those countries and cultures are awesome, and I
have nothing against them, but I wonder why they don’t ever tell Central
American stories. It’s so weird.
The first representation I saw of Nicaragua on American television was of a dead person.
I was eleven years old watching an episode of Bones, one of my favorite shows. The forensic
team discovers a skeleton, and Dr. Brennan traces its origin to an archeological site in a small
village in Nicaragua. I remember pausing the episode, jumping from my seat, and staring at the
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screen. I had never seen or heard Nicaragua ever be mentioned on television or in movies, so I
was excited to see a corpse.
Ten years later, I came across the first live Nicaraguan American representation I had
ever seen: Shakira Barrera. She was an actress that played a Colombian break-dancer named
Yolanda (Yo-Yo) on the Netflix show G.L.O.W. (Gorgeous Ladies of Wrestling). Discovering
her was euphoric. After doing some research, I found out she was also a Human Rights activist
fighting to help Nicaraguan refugees and a talented dancer. She even resembled me! We both
have dark curly hair, hooded eyes, and a somewhat similar facial structure. It was the first time I
recognized myself in the media. Still, it is sad that the only Nicaraguan American actor I know of
does not even represent Nicaragua on screen.

Figure 17: Vilma, The Author; Green
Photoshoot, 2019, Age 21

Figure 16 : Shakira Barrera Source : Biography Mask
https://biographymask.com/shakira-barrera/latinos

As an avid consumer of television and movies, this did not surprise me. Casting
departments treat Latinx actors as interchangeable, hiring Colombians to play Mexicans and
Mexicans to play Cubans. I was grateful that a Latinx person was even cast to begin with. I have
watched too many movies and tv shows where White actors are cast to play Latinx characters.
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I first realized this was a commonplace phenomenon after researching the queer Mexican
character, Maggie Sawyer, from the CW show Supergirl. I was very disappointed and offended
to find out that the actress who portrays her, Floriana Lima was not Mexican, but of Italian, Irish,
and German heritage (Rodriguez). There is a long list of Italians who have played Latinx
characters on screen: Al Pacino played Tony Montana in Scarface, Jennifer Esposito played
Detective Rita in Crash, Natalie Wood and Richard Beymer played Puerto Ricans in Westside
Story, Madonna played Evita in Evita, and so many more (Marzouca). More recently, in 2020,
America’s teen-casted heartthrob, Noah Centineo came under fire after admitting that he was
encouraged to market himself as Latinx despite not being Latinx himself. (TBSlBarnes).
In 2019, The USC Annenberg Inclusion Initiative found that “only 5% of the speaking
roles [in 2018’s] top 100 movies went to Latino actors even though [our] demographic group
represents 18% of the U.S. population” (Alcorn). We deserve better.

Figure 18: Vanessa Sirias Pink Backdrop Source: Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoGmKws1FPepjuhsAsvJ
Prwhttps://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoGmKws1FPepjuhs
AsvJPrw

The rise of the popular Tik Tok app in 2020 granted me access to the only other
Nicaraguan American and Miami native I have seen in media: Vanessa Sirias. When I first saw
her on my For You Page, she was moderately popular, making comedic videos about being Nica,
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the Latinx experience, and promoting her apparel and jewelry store. I didn’t realize how starved I
was to see myself in media until I found her page. I immediately followed her and frequently
commented on all her videos and posts, hoping to help her rise in popularity. Sirias’ fame has
grown immensely, and she has now amassed 174.6K followers and 4.2 million likes (Tik Tok),
and she currently has 3.97K subscribers on her Youtube platform (YouTube).
With the increasing awareness of the overall lack of diverse representation of race and
ethnicity in media and the rising demand for accurate casting, I hope to discover and support
more Nicaraguan and Nicaraguan American talents in the future. However, as a writer, I
recognize that I can also create the representation I and other Central American kids deserve.
Superaló (Get Over It)
At 15, I was wearing one of my favorite rompers. It featured a green and red tropical
pattern with a haltered top that cinched my waist in, accentuating my curves. I was no longer
ashamed of my body like I was throughout middle school. The shorts were no more than
fingertip length, allowing me to feel the breeze on my legs. I twisted my curls to frame my face
and parted my hair to one side. At the time, I had just discovered eyeliner and painted my lips
bright red with the new long-lasting lipstick I received for Christmas. I had set out all my clothes
and accessories a week before our scheduled flight; each outfit was picked meticulously. I paired
earrings to each dress, skirt, and blouse and planned out my eyeshadow in advance. Fashion has
always been important to me. We were staying at my uncle’s house in Managua over the
summer, and I wanted my family members to piropearme, tell me I was growing into such a
beautiful young lady.
On the second day of our stay, my mother, aunt, and I walked through the neighborhood
to visit the sister of an uncle I knew back home. As we turned the corner, I heard whistling from
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a group of men across the street. I did not turn to look at them. I kept my eyes straight ahead and
crossed my arms over my chest. Then, I could hear shouting, comments about our bodies, our
faces, about what they wish they could do to us if we crossed to the other side.
I was betrayed by my clothes, my makeup, and my body for inviting this violence. The
women around me paid no mind. I was angry with them for treating it as commonplace. I wanted
to scream, to cause a scene, make the men afraid. But I was silent. I could feel bile rising in my
throat, my skin crawling. I was exposed, naked. And no one cared.
After we returned from the walk, I isolated myself in my room. I wanted to burn my
suitcase. I rifled through my short shorts, miniskirts, and crop tops. Each piece was tight,
hugging my breasts and ass, and what I wore displayed legs, shoulders, and arms. How could I
have been so stupid? I made myself into a target.
This was not even the first time I had experienced catcalling. In Miami, older men riding
in a truck yelled through their windows when I was thirteen years old. I was walking home from
the mall with my friend. This was not the worst I had been harassed either. When I was riding
the bus in middle school, I tried to ignore prepubescent boys whispering in my ear about how
much they wanted to put their dicks in my ass. But at this moment, being in a foreign country, I
felt more vulnerable than I ever had. Maybe it was because it was not my city. It was theirs. I did
not know anything about my immediate surroundings, and I feared what they were capable of. I
was accompanied by two adults who did nothing, who felt no threat, who let them violate us.
I thought about telling my mom; however, she has historically been unhelpful with these
issues in the past. In my conversations with her about street harassment, she would excuse the
perpetrators and framed catcalling as a compliment. I never thought about telling my uncle
because his view of women’s subservient role in society and comments about their bodies made
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me feel unsafe. I could picture him joining that group of men, shouting at a different group of
women at a different time. Instead, I told no one and said nothing.
Over time, my family grew suspicious of my shift in mood. After persistent prompting, I
broke. Choking back sobs, I explained how the men on the street made me feel dirty.
A chorus of indifference followed.
“Nada te van hacer.”
“¡Los hombres, no se pueden controlar!”
“¡Significa que estas muy guapa!
After I finished screaming at everyone, telling them how much they didn’t understand, I
retreated to my room. My mother followed me. She climbed into bed with me and held me in her
arms. Wiping the tears from my face, she said what I feared.
“Ya supéralo, chi chi. Nada te paso.
Get over it. This is what she offered her crying child. Then she blamed me for being too
beautiful, exotic, and alluring for men to contain themselves. She said that is no reason to cry.
She says this instead of protecting me and condemning adult men for sexualizing her fifteenyear-old daughter, using “that’s just the way it is” as an excuse for their behavior. I buried my
head in my pillow, refusing to face her. Because I was not physically hurt, she ignored my
anxiety and my discomfort. It was easier to silence me than to face the problem head-on. A
conversation wasn’t going to stop more men from being disgusting, so what’s the point?
Later that night, my aunt came into my room, she took me outside, and we laid in a
hammock together. She told me it was okay to be scared but that I could not let fear rule me.
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She said that catcalling becomes something you get used to as a woman and strong women learn
how to deal with the harassment over time. I wanted to be a strong woman, but I felt small. All I
wanted was for someone to tell me it was all going to be okay.
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Chapter 3: Mujeres de Mi Vida
Memorias de Ti
Mami Linda, sos una mujer bien coqueta. You are always in a pair of heels. To the park,
you wear a sensible pair of wedges, to the beach a chunky flip flop, around the house a classic 4inch pump with ankle straps for support. You have tricked everyone into thinking you’re at least
5’5 when you and I both know you are 5’3. No matter what you say, I will never understand how
heels could be more comfortable than flats, sandals, or sneakers. You claim it’s because of the
arch of your foot, but I think you just like feeling fancy. From you, I learned it is always better to
be overdressed than underdressed.
Do you remember our old morning routine? The sound of your blow dryer used to wake
me, and I would rise out of bed only to shut the bathroom door. At the entry, I was suffocated by
a mixed wave of heat and hairspray. I sometimes watched you stand in front of the mirror,
perfectly coiffing your hair, before returning to my bed, smelling of burnt hair and factory
chemicals. You spend hours making yourself presentable to the outside world.
In elementary school, for every picture day, you aimed to recreate the same silky
blowout. We sat together on the living room floor as you struggled to detangle the stubborn
knots. My unforgiving mop of damp hair worked against the plastic bristles of the paddle brush,
resulting in the yanking of tendrils and a pain that spread across my scalp. With each
brushstroke, my small whimpers were met with your whispered apologies and broken promises
to be more delicate next time. You guided a round thermal brush through my mane, moving
section by section with the blow-dryer, hoping to smooth out all the frizz somehow. In the end,
my hair was never glossy or bouncy like yours. Instead, it was puffy and dry with an awkward
amount of volume. All my pictures resembled the before examples in shampoo ads.
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Mami, you’re brave. I don’t know anyone else who would apply makeup without a
mirror. When we drove to family parties, you used to blend your eyeshadow, rosy up your
cheeks, and wing your liner all in the dark. I admit I used to doubt your unorthodox technique,
but somehow you always made it work.
When I was younger, I genuinely thought you had special powers. How is it humanly
possible that you always find everything? It doesn’t matter what I lose when you look; somehow,
everything turns up. I could spend hours searching, only for you to manifest the mystery item out
of nothing! Cinco segundos and poof, it was in your hands. I am convinced, when babies are
born or adopted, moms evolve into these superior beings who just know everything! Moms can
get the stain out of your favorite dress, recover your deleted school project, fix the car battery
when you’re stranded on South Dixie Highway. ¡Sos la mafia! That phrase doesn’t make sense to
anyone but the five of us. Invented by Papi, it refers to the person who can solve an impossible
problem, and that’s always you. I can’t count the times you’ve rescued me from crisis after
crisis.
Mami, when you dance, your whole body comes alive. You throw your head back, raise
your arms, and glide across the dance floor. You taught me merengue is marchando and bachata
is just a two-step with an extra sway of your hips. When I was fifteen, I started to think dancing
with you was practice for the “real thing.” I knew that one day a pretty boy would be the one to
spin and dip me. And I’ve had many dance partners since then, ones I’ve liked, but dancing with
you feels like home. Mami Linda, you’re my favorite dance partner. We are not practicing. We
are thriving.
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Figure 19: Mami (Lissette) and Vilma
circa 2007, Age 9

Figure 20: Mami (Lissette) and Vilma
dancing 2014

Figure 21: Mami (Lissette) and Vilma 2019, Age 20
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To my Abuelitas

Abuelitas,
what would it be like
to have you here with me?
there are so many stories lost between us
you don’t know me
but I hold your name
our name:
Vilma y Esperanza
Abuelitas,
I know your faces from pictures
framed in your childrens’ homes
and placed delicately in family albums
Abuelita Vilma, we have the same lips: no cupid’s bow
Abuelita Esperanza, I have your lunares: they’re everywhere
Abuelita Vilma
I’ve been to your farm
your son loves it there
he wants to move back some day

Esperanza

Abuelita Esperanza
I’ve been to your grave
your daughter buys you fresh flowers
we used to go to church on your birthday
Abuelita Vilma
you were a widow
your heart gave out
you were buried in Leon
Abuelita Esperanza
you died in the hospital
my mother was carrying me inside
she’s sorry she couldn’t say goodbye
Abuelitas,
what would it be like
to have you here with me?
there are so many stories lost between us
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Vilma

Figure 22: Abuelita Esperanza (left) and Abuelita Vilma (right)
circa 1990

Figure 24: Abuelita Esperanza and Mami
(Lissette) circa 1990

Figure 23: Abuelita Vilma and Papi (Enrique) 1990
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La Doña7
La Doña creció en La Paz Centro, un municipio de León. Tuvo seis hermanos, sin
recursos, y sin escuela. Tuvo varios hijos con un hombre que la dejo sola. Se levantaba cada
mañana a las cuatro de la madrugada a cocinar. Preparaba arroz con leche, cosía gallo pinto y
pollo, y vendía rosquillas y cajeta de leche para los niños. Cada año, eran más pobres, buscaba
trabajo, pero no había para mujeres de su edad, mujeres detrás. Entonces se fue por avión, a los
Estados Unidos. Sin familia, sin recursos, con visa y el alma de Dios.
La Doña trabajó por varios años, ganando dinero limpiando casas y cuidando a niños.
Cada año pensó que volvería a León, a La Paz Centro ver a sus hijos y darle comida a los perritos
de la calle. Cada año mandaba más dinero. Caminaba casa a casa, cambiando jefes y familias,
hasta que un día la visa se expiró. Por el medio de la migra se quedó.
Había un señor nicaragüense, humilde que la invito vivir en su casa. Ella limpiaba,
cuidando el niñito, pensando en su pueblo, en sus niños. Celebraba el cumpleaños del niño
con queque, chimbombas y música. Se vestía muy elegante para ir la misa con la tía. Recogía su
pelo largo. Se ponía sus pantalones blancos y una blusa colorida. Después de un tiempo hizo
amistades en la iglesia. Había chicas que se reunían en su casa, salían a comer, a gozar, a rezar
por el padre. Tuvo su comunidad, su gente en los estados.
En unos años, un primo del señor la contrato, para limpiar la casa, cocinar, y cuidar tres
niñas. Tres niñas con cariño y amor. Limpiaban sus cuartos antes que ella entrara. Cada lunes,
miércoles, y jueves caminaba a la casa de las niñas, temprano a las siete de la mañana, despacio
y sin prisa. No tenía licencia, ni coche, ni bicicleta, ni manera.

I chose to write this piece in Spanish because it is dedicated to a woman who doesn’t speak
English. I wanted to write a piece that she could read, it wouldn’t feel right to write it in English.
7
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Hacia tortillas a mano, cuajada, y queso frito. Por ellas cocinaba sopa de frijoles,
espagueti e indio viejo. Por ellas planchaba ropa y doblaba calzones. Con ellas cantaba Shakira y
Carlos Vives. Por ellas comía sorbete y caramelos de fresa. Con ellas, veía Sábado Gigante y
Caso Cerrado. Con ellas viajaba a diferentes ciudades, celebrando las Navidades, graduaciones y
bodas.
La niña menor le escribía tarjetas, invitándole a comer galletas con leche, pidiendo su
compañía y su amor. La dejaba pintar sus uñas de varios colores, rojo, azul y brillo. Jugaba con
maquillaje, dejándola con cara de loca. Peinaba su pelo, haciendo trenzas en nudos. Por esa niña
cortaba la comida en pedacitos, bocaditos para consumir. La niña, la princesa, la pequeñita. Hay
historias entre ellas nunca conocidos por otras. Hay secretos que nadie sabe. Hay amor que no se
disparase.
El otro año la hermana de La Doña falleció. Se murió de cáncer, el último de sus
hermanas. La Doña lloraba por su hermana, y familia, su vida eterna e inmortal. Cada mes
enviaba dinero y cada año mandaba ropa, regalos y recursos a sus hijos y nietos. Hizo todo lo
que puedo. Siempre pensando en ellos, siempre pensando que un día regresaría.
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Figure 25: Doña Antonia and Vilma, First Communion 2006, Age 7

-

Figure 26: Doña Antonia and Vilma 2018, Age 18
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Figure 28: Three sisters at table, Natalia (left), Vilma (middle),
Lissette (right) circa 2000

Figure 27: Three sisters in living room, Natalia (left), Lissette
(middle), Vilma (right) circa 1999

Figure 29: Papi and sisters, Natalia (left), Papi (back middle),
Lissette (right), Vilma (front middle) circa 2000
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Chapter 4: Home
I Long for Home
I long for home. I long to feel my bare feet on the cold tile of our house–Mami’s consejos
be damned. I long to see Papi at the very end of the hallway, sitting in his office chair, his arms
up. I want to run down the length of the hall, past the living room, through the door, before
jumping into his arms, until I am finally rewarded with small kisses and a big bear hug.
I long to watch Dr. Ana María Polo reprimand a cheating husband as I eat my gallo pinto
with tortilla and chicken. To take a sip of my limonada between each bite, the mix of sweet and
sour on my tongue. I want to listen to the theme song playing before the commercial break, the
one I always misheard as “Cemado.” And hear Doña Antonia yell at the tv, wanting the man to
stop talking over his wife and rooting for Dr. Polo to set him straight.
I long to eavesdrop on Mami’s phone conversations, her throaty laugh filling the office
room. I can picture her fiddling with the phone cord between her fingers as she probes the
speaker on the other line for more information. She would put one finger in the air, warning me
not to interrupt her, her eyes piercing.
“bueno pues…”
I perk up, knowing she is nearly done.
“ya hablamos…”
Another laugh turns into twenty more minutes before she finally hangs up, and I hold her
attention.
I long to play a game that only children could invent. The closest thing to baseball there
ever was. Lissette throws a basketball up onto the roof. Natalia waits, eager to catch the ball, she
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hopes I am not quick enough to pass all three bases (the slide, the níspero tree, and the corner of
the patio) so she can win at “Roof Ball.”
I long to dance in unison with my sisters to “Asereje” by Las Ketchup. The 2002 music
video frequently played in the living room. We performed it at family parties, my mother and
aunts joining in, singing along, impressed by our in-sync choreography.
Take me back to childhood. I wish to be in a space that requires less of me. Let my
priority be affection and my principal emotion be love. I long to exist in a time where my parents
were my only heroes. Let me return to those altered and romanticized moments when everything
was easier. I long for home, but it exists only in memory.
Nicaragua, Nicaragüita
When I visit Nicaragua, I am a tourist. I can speak the language, but I am missing a
native tongue. Tías will admonish me for mixing up conjugations and messing up my
pronunciation. I will be confused by a vendor’s vernacular, and he will laugh in my face when I
ask for clarification. My cousins will be impressed that I use phrases like “choco” and “dale
pues.” They expect my Spanish to be diluted and will congratulate me for not being completely
American.
My uncle will take me to the Laguna de Apoyo Nature Reserve. He will teach me about
guardabarrancos, the national bird of Nicaragua, and my aunt will gift me little wooden earrings
of the animal. Later he will buy me food on the street, prepared by a man with dirty fingernails,
which I will pretend to eat.
In León, I will be more comfortable because my aunt’s house is bigger and has air
conditioning and running water. Her servants will fry a fish whole, but I will refuse the head. We
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will go to el mercado Masaya, and I will negotiate with an old woman for a hand-made
backpack. She will try to oversell it to me because it is obvious, I am a foreigner.
On the beaches of Poneloya, I will become mesmerized by the dark volcanic sand. I will
spend my time collecting shells, bits of coral, and molten rock. The waves will be rough,
thrashing, and ferocious: unideal for swimming, but I will plunge myself underwater. The ocean
will be cold, sending chills down my spine.
After a month, I will know my way around the town square. I will trace my steps from
the cathedral to the Ya Voy restaurant and back towards my aunt’s home. One night, my aunt,
mother, and I will see a live performance from a famous singer known for his patriotic songs. He
sings a song I remember from childhood, one that would come on at the end of family parties. He
will shout to the audience, asking the women and men in the space to raise their hands if they are
proud to be nicaragüense. I will raise my hand and sway to the music.

Ay, Nicaragua, Nicaragüita
La flor más linda de mí querer
Abonada con la bendita, Nicaragüita
Sangre de Diriangen
-

Carlos Mejía Godoy and Luis Enrique Mejía Godoy
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Conclusion
This thesis aimed to contextualize my family history and represent my lived experience
as a first-generation Nicaraguan American woman living in the United States. I have nearly
scratched the surface of what I want to investigate and explore about Nicaragua and my family’s
history. These four chapters are my first contribution to the field of Latinx Literature, Diaspora
Literature, and U.S. Central American Literature. This thesis is the beginning of a life-long
project.
When I was first developing ideas for this thesis, I wanted to primarily operate through a
sociological and anthropological lens. However, while I was working, I discovered I had much
more to process internally with memoir before exploring those perspectives with the depth they
deserve. I focused instead on contextualizing the history and analyzing the personal. In graduate
school, I plan to tie in the contemporary politics of immigration customs enforcement right now
in 2021. I will also incorporate sociological studies investigating the effect of acculturation and
assimilation on Central American immigrant families. I want to compare the different political
views between 1st, 2nd, and 3rd generation immigrants living in the United States using trends in
data.
Furthermore, I will interview more family members, including aunts, uncles, and cousins
who live in Nicaragua and the United States, to create a fuller picture of our family history and
collective lived experience. To gain a larger perspective of the Central American diaspora, I will
also interview other Nicaraguan and Central American families. Their testimonies will provide a
diverse perspective.
After understanding a brief overview of the history of U.S. intervention in Latin America,
I am now interested in learning the full breadth. I will extend that research further and make
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connections to the political war and instability affecting the region right now in 2021. My
trajectory relied on what I learned from my oral history interviews, which limited the scope of
my research and the timeframe to allow for a deeper analysis. There were also frankly questions
I was afraid to ask my parents. I didn’t want to make them relive painful memories, and I wasn’t
ready to explore some of the more profound questions I had bearing on my soul.
This thesis also put me in a very vulnerable position. Because this was so personal, I
found myself trying to fabricate a version of myself that I felt was suitable to reveal to the public.
Finding the balance between an accurate portrayal of my family and myself while protecting our
privacy was an unprecedented challenge. It often meant cutting out sections and re-writing
stories.
Overall, this experience has enlightened and inspired me to continue exploring the topics
of memory, the Central American diaspora, and the Latinx experience.
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